
Jura

Redesign from scratch



Pros

Extensive language coverage:

— Wide Latin support

— Vietnamese

— Cyrillic

— Greek

— Kayah Li (Tibetan)

Popular and Trendy Eurostile design

— usable workhorse font for text

Author is active and helping in 

development. 



Problems

The four weights of Jura were 

developed unsystematically. The 

Light style was designed first, and 

other weights were added later using 

an offset filter, instead of proper 

interpolation. As a result letter 

proportions vary heavily across 

styles. The extreme Light and 

SemiBold masters are incompatible. 

Making changes in the existing 

source framework in ineffective, and 

time-draining. 

Problems in design:

— inconsistency of proportions

— low aesthetic and technical  level

— limited scope of weights [bolder 

styles needed]

— Cyrillic shapes need redrawing



Comparing weights. Cyan=Light(300), Magenta=SemiBold (600)



Inconsistent proportions across weights



Inconsistent proportions across weights



AUTOPSY report shows inconsistency in widths across extreme weights — Light, and SemiBold



Inconsistent charset



While drawing the new master, 

problems with proportions and 

Cyrillic design will be addressed. This 

method would take less time and is 

more efficient in the long run[easier 

updates in future].

Solutions

Instead of making the masters 

compatible or reworking each style, a 

better solution would be to redraw a 

new hairline master on top of the 

existing, and apply offset + round 

corners filters to produce more 

styles. A single master can be used to 

generate 8 styles versus the existing 

4. Of course, the generated instances  

will need some fine-tuning. 



Working in the existing framework requires fixing compatibility issues for almost every glyph, which is an extremely tedious 
and inefficient method of working.



Then I made several iterations to 

improve the spacing and amount of 

weight for each style. First I 

recreated the existing 4, and then 

explored options for extending 

weights for Jura. The generated 

Bolder styles would require a fair 

amount of manual fine-tuning, while 

Lighter styles are ready-to-go.

3 hour sprint results

After some work on the original 

source files I realized it is fruitful to 

continue in this direction. Each glyph 

needs to be tediously corrected, and 

then masters made compatible. Much 

faster would be to redesign from 

scratch. So, I created a new font, and 

assigned the original Regular style as 

a background for referencing. During 

3 hours I was able to compete basic 

Latin a-z, and generate 8 styles 

programmatically. 



Method of working. Right: Offset filter applied real-time to create the Regular weight. Left: Single hairline master used for 
generating all 8 weights. 



Work-in-Progress. Programmatically generated Regular style. Offset filter: applied. Round Corners Filter: not applied. 



3 hour sprint result: basic Latin alphabet a-z was created. Problems with proportions and spacing were fixed along the way



3 hour sprint result: Extending the weight scope. Style-specific transformations to metrics and strokes were applied. 



3 hour sprint result: Testing the generated styled and fine-tuning transformation settings. Bold style need manual 
adjustments.



3 hour sprint result: Left: Original Jura. Right: Generated Medium style from the new Master. Refined spacing and 
proportions



3 hour sprint result: Left: Original Jura. Right: New proposed styles



3 hour sprint result: Left: Original Jura. Right: New refined styles



Conclusions 07-29-2016. Roadmap

1. Draw light master (update d, etc, revise spacing)
2. Draw Bold master with larger x-height
3. Interpolate in-between instances, apply metrics 

transformations
4. Total number of weights: 7


